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Technology
Because technology is the foundation that makes flexibility possible.

1 laptops. 
Provide portable computers, so folks can work on the go.

2 Instant Messaging. Ideal for remote workers and in-house teams alike, instant messaging 
gives you a quick, direct way to ask questions or alert coworkers to your availability. 

3 online Bulletin Boards. Flex doesn’t mean filling up your email inbox. Look for other strategies 
for communicating with dispersed work teams. Online bulletin or whiteboards boards like Stixy, 
Spaaze, Skrbl, and Scriblink help team members share ideas in a collaborative format.

4 Project Tracking Systems. These tools provide a way for team members to keep track and 
update each other on progress. Some systems include a dashboard which provides a quick view 
of missed deadlines or milestones at risk. You can also delegate work and share documents.

5 File Sharing. Store files on the cloud (like GoogleDocs) or use an enterprise system like 
SharePoint so that your files are accessible from anywhere. 

6 Virtual Meeting Software. Webinar software is great, but interactive meeting software 
allows greater give and take of information. Look for a system (like Adobe ConnectNow or 
DimDim) that offers video, virtual white boards, live chat and screen sharing. 

7 enterprise Social networking (eSn). What Facebook does for your social life, ESN can do 
for your work life. Create a profile, find experts on a subject, share status updates on projects 
with your team, the sky is the limit. ESN enables everyone in the organization to put a name 
with a face and builds teamwork in the process. Yammer is one popular ESN application. 

It doesn’t take a major cultural overhaul to 

add flexibility. Small changes can pay large 

dividends in terms of employee engagement, 

productivity and even profitability. 

Implement a few ideas at a time and you’ll change how, where 

and when work gets done. Try out these ways to ramp up flex in 

your organization…
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ManageMenT TIPS
Because it won’t work if the managers won’t support it.

8 lead by example. Managers should model the way. People won’t believe it’s okay to flex their 
schedules, if managers don’t flex too. 

9 Share groups. Provide managers with regular opportunities to learn from each other. 
Collective problem solving is invaluable when unexpected challenges pop up. Plus, successful 
flex managers can provide encouragement and help others learn how to best fit flex into the 
corporate culture.

10 Flexibility coach. Assign a company flexibility coach to provide ongoing training on flexibility 
practices. Employees can tap this person for advice on how to create flexibility day-to-day and/
or set up more formal flex arrangements. 

11 Flex goals. Go beyond just accommodating flex requests. State and federal governments 
are holding their managers accountable by setting flex participation goals. Can you get 
20% of your employees working from home at least one day a week? Can you do more? 
Organizations that truly understand the bottom-line value of flex make improving participation 
a big part of their talent management strategy. 

12 accountability. Hold managers accountable for supporting flex by building it into their 
performance objectives. What gets measured is what gets done. Tying flex participation and 
employee engagement to managers’ compensation ensures they’ll be committed to improving 
the flexibility of their team. 

13 employee engagement Survey. Add flexible work questions to your employee engagement 
survey. Even one question like: ‘My manager supports my need for work/life balance.’ can help 
you measure the need for flex in your workplace.

14 accountability Partners. Pair up managers who have experience managing flex teams with 
those who don’t. Not only can they provide support, but they can hold each other accountable 
for measuring and reaching flexibility goals. 

15 Share Flex Success. Share best practice stories across the organization. This helps reinforce 
the notion that it’s ‘okay’ to flex, and helps managers learn about how different departments 
are flexing successfully. 

16 Results-Based Job Descriptions. Help everyone make the mental switch from ‘activity’ to 
‘performance.’ Set expectations from the get-go with job descriptions that outline desired 
accomplishments, not just general responsibilities. 

17 Performance Ratings. Ditch the idea that part-time workers are doing just half the work. 
Instead of downgrading employees who ‘only’ manage five accounts on a part-time schedule, 
focus on how well those accounts are being handled. Would you rather have a part-time A 
player or a full-time B player? Excellence matters. 

18 Flexible Teams agreement. Outline expectations and reinforce the notion that flex success 
is a joint responsibility. Employees have to be responsive, too. These agreements may include 
elements such as expected response time, activity reporting, and shared calendars. 



oFF SITe
Because not all work happens at work.

19 Work at home/Telecommuting. Allow employees to work from home during some, or all, 
of the work week. According to Sun Microsystems, which employs over 20,000 teleworkers, 
telecommuters ‘give back’ 60% of the time they spent commuting. And in a Brigham Young 
study of IBM employees, telecommuters could work up to 57 hours/wk before reporting work/
life stress, compared to 38 hours for office workers.

20 hoteling. If you have a number of remote workers, provide shared workspaces at the office so 
they can drop in and work as needed. 

21 Satellite offices. These are remote work sites used by one or more employees on a regular 
basis. Satellite offices are generally used to cut down on commute time to the company’s 
primary location.

22 coworking. Expand your thinking about where employees can work when they’re not in the 
office. Coworking provides remote employees with the benefits of an office–collaboration, 
sense of community–without the lengthy commute. Coworking spaces are popping up in cities 
worldwide and can be utilized for a modest fee. This is a good alternative for employees who 
don’t want to work from home full time. 

23 office Buddy. Assign an on-site buddy for every virtual team member to keep them up-to-
date on office happenings. Just land a big account? Flood in the server room? Major road 
construction around the office? The on-site buddy ensures remote employees have all the 
company updates and cultural information they need to feel part of the team. 

24 Deliberate communication. Since you can’t meet at the water cooler or call an impromptu 
meeting in the hallway when employees work in various times and places, anticipate your 
needs in advance and schedule accordingly. A standard meeting time–one that can be 
cancelled if there’s nothing to discuss–helps the team know there’s a designated time when 
they’ll be able to raise new issues or get a question answered.

25 Status Updates. Schedule time every week for team members to update each other on their 
activities and progress. This can be done in a one-on-one meeting, a summary email, group 
chat, or in a project tracking system.

26 Virtual conference calls (for everyone). Ever tried to sit in on a meeting where you’re the 
only one who’s called in and everyone else is in a conference room? It’s impossible to hear 
everyone or make out who’s talking. Try having everyone in the meeting stay in their office and 
dial-in to the conference number. It levels the playing field since no one has the advantage of 
reading body language or hearing better. And it trains the entire team to learn to read non-
verbals through the phone.

27 convert Physical to Virtual. Look around your office. What physical forms of communication 
do you use? A bell to ring when you close a new customer? A whiteboard by the coffee maker 
where news is shared? Ask the IT department to create an equivalent page on your company’s 
intranet where you can post that kind of information.



FlexTIMe
Because flex can happen in a lot of ways.

28 core hours. Establishes set times when everyone is expected at work, for example 10 a.m. to 
3 p.m., but allows flexible start and end times. 

29 non-Standard hours. Enables employees to regularly work a schedule outside the company 
norm, such as 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. instead of 8 to 5. 

30 occasional Flex. Enables employees to come and go during the work day for short-term 
commitments like doctor appointments and school conferences. May or may not include the 
assumption that work hours are made up during the pay period.  

31 compressed Work Weeks. Enables an employee to work a full-time schedule in a fewer 
number of days. Typical schedules include 4/5s (four days out of five) and 9/10s (nine days out 
of ten). If you create overlapping schedules, then you can have coverage every day and extend 
beyond normal business hours. 

32 contractors. Microsoft has about as many third-party employees as direct staffers. These 
contractors, vendors, and temporary staffers do everything from writing software to manning 
the phones and mowing the lawn. The beauty of a contingent workforce is that it can easily 
flex and expand according to company’s needs. Working well with contractors—whether 
they’re in-house or remote—requires the same skills you’d use with flexible employees.

33 Summer hours. This is a variation of the compressed work week. Companies with summer 
hours enable employees to put in extra time each day in exchange for a half day off on Fridays. 
Among the many popular variations is the 9-80 schedule in which employees work five 9-hour 
days in one week followed by four 9-hour days the next with every other Friday off. 

34 Meeting Free Days. A practice in which companies designate certain days of the week as 
meeting-free (e.g. ‘meetless’ Fridays). This helps flex workers plan ahead for time away from 
work, knowing they won’t miss important discussions, strategy sessions, etc. 

TeMPoRaRy BReakS
Because things happen.

35 Reduced Work Time. This is a negotiated option for an employee to temporarily cut back on 
work hours and compensation for a specified time. A popular alternative to layoffs during a 
recession, this can also be initiated at an employee’s request. 

36 Sabbaticals. Paid or unpaid time off for an employee to take a short term career break—
typically one to six months. Generally includes the expectation that the employee will engage 
in educational, enrichment, or volunteer activities. 



hoURly WoRkeRS
Because flex isn’t just for salaried folk.

37 Predictive Scheduling. Flex is different in a production environment. Giving team members 
at least a week of advance notice for their work schedules goes a long way to helping them 
manage personal commitments. 

38 online Scheduling. Invest in a computer-based scheduling system. This enables employees to 
trade shifts, check schedules and request work preferences with much less administration from 
management.

39 customer Teams. Eliminate client silos. Set up shared account relationships, so that multiple 
employees serve each customer. This provides greater continuity for the customer and alleviates 
the need for every employee to be available at all times.

40 By the hour.  
Offer PTO in hourly increments rather than half or full days. 

41 employee Designed Schedules. Let your employees figure out their own schedules, 
following some basic company expectations. Employees present the schedule to the manager 
who makes any adjustments required for business needs.

42 Shift extensions. Another way to let employees set their own schedules is to facilitate 
cooperation between workers on different shifts. So if Bob on Shift 1 wants to leave two hours 
early on Thursday, he contacts Jane, from Shift 2 to ask if she can come in early that day. The 
company may agree to pay any overtime incurred because such flexible scheduling reduces call 
offs and absenteeism.

43 Shift Trading. Employees find trade partners who have similar qualifications to trade a shift. 
The trade partner assumes the pay status of the other partner for the traded shift. 

44 Relief Pool/Floaters. Cross-train employees within a team to cover vacation requests. And, 
create a pool of people (floaters) who rotate in to cover shifts for employees on vacation 
or other leave. This is a great strategy to retain the knowledge and skills of your retiring 
workforce.



cUlTURal ISSUeS
Because policies only get you halfway.

45 Time and Space for Prayer. Identify prayer spaces within your office, or nearby location, to 
facilitate the prayer needs of your employees. Let your employees know they can communicate 
their prayer needs and take the time they need to pray. 

46 Deadline Days. Create deadline days for when work is due. The ‘end of the week’ means 
something different to other cultures and in other time zones. 

47 ongoing communication. Promote your workplace flexibility offerings to employees. If 
employees don’t continue to hear that it’s okay to flex, they’ll think you don’t really mean it. 

48 gender neutrality. Make sure you communicate flex options in a gender neutral way, to 
encourage everyone to take advantage of opportunities to flex.

49 employee Resource groups. Set up a working parents resource group, a fathers group, a 
sandwich generation group, a caregivers group, etc…to encourage conversation about work/
life issues, and build internal support for flex workers.

50 Vacation Thermometers. Vacation time positively effects creativity, energy and focus (think: 
safety). Encourage people to actually use their vacation time. Post a vacation thermometer that 
tracks company-wide vacation use and aim for perfect ‘un-attendance.’

51 assessments. Use employee engagement surveys, a flex gap analysis, informal email surveys, 
exit surveys and more to better understand the work/life needs of your employees and how 
well you’re meeting them. Then use that information! Put plans in place to address employee 
concerns. 

52 culture Map. What makes your organization’s culture great? Is it a cubicle decorating contest? 
Do you spin the wheel for a job well done? Think about how you celebrate birthdays, provide 
feedback, and reward performance, then translate those physical practices into virtual ones.

53 Standing Meetings. Try hosting standing meetings. That’s right, no one takes a chair, so no 
one gets too comfortable or talks too long. Meetings move faster, issues get handled quicker, 
and only important information gets brought up. Anything that isn’t urgent, or is irrelevant, gets 
saved for later (or goes away).

54 Wellness Rooms. A quiet, private room accommodates lactating mothers, as well as 
employees who need to take time out for prayer or meditation. These rooms also serve the 
needs of employees who self-administer medication, like insulin shots. 



neW PaRenTS
Because even though flex is for everyone, parents have special needs.

55 Maternity leave / Paternity / adoptive leave. Be sure to include fathers and adoptive 
parents in leave offerings. Mothers aren’t the only ones who need time to care for and bond 
with a new baby. 

56 on-Ramping. Help people coming off a career break transition back into work by starting 
with a limited schedule and ramping up to full-time. Some on-ramping programs include 
mentoring components, skills refreshers, or peer groups that help facilitate the transition.

57 Bring your Baby to Work. Some offices allow team members to bring infants to work—often 
up to the age of six months, or crawling. These programs might include a 20% cut in pay for 
the parent, who will logically be distracted for part of the work day.

olDeR WoRkeRS
Because these folks hold a whole lotta valuable knowledge.

58 Phased Retirement. Allow older workers to ease out of their jobs by reducing the number of 
hours they work prior to retirement.

59 Seasonal Projects. Offer seasonal or project-based work to senior employees who would like 
to travel part of the year.

60 Work-Share or Job-Share. (Really, for workers at any age.) Two people share what is normally 
classified under a single job description. Salary and benefits are pro-rated according to hours 
worked. Note: Job sharing can also include two full-time professionals sharing an executive-
type position that would otherwise call for 70+ hour weeks.

61 allow Pensions + Work. Revisit your pension plans—you may be surprised by what you find. 
Many companies have rules on the books that restrict their retirees from coming back to work. 
Those rules are a great way to drive their knowledge to a competitor. 



healTh & WellneSS
Because flex is for recovering AND staying well.

62 Workplace Wellness. Consider flexibility part of your workplace wellness program. 
Flexible schedules mean less stress and better habits—like more sleep, more exercise 
and a healthier diet. 

63 Paid Sick leave. Quite obviously this is paid time off from work for use during short-term 
illness and/or the care of a family member. Paid sick leave encourages sick employees to stay 
home to avoid spreading disease that can impact the productivity and continuity of your entire 
workforce. 

64 PTo Banks / Vacation Sharing. Consider a paid time off (PTO) pool that allows workers to 
contribute personal days for other employees in need.

65 accommodating Disabilities. Telecommuting can be an effective accommodation for 
people who have special work needs. Reduced schedules, job sharing and flex time are also 
appropriate for people who can’t work a full-time or standard schedule.

66 encourage alternative commuter Strategies. Offer transit discounts, bike storage facilities, 
showers, flex time, and telecommuting to encourage employees to get creative about how and 
where they work. You’ll help reduce emissions and commuter trips (meaning cleaner air and less 
traffic), encourage healthy habits, and change current perceptions about where work gets done.

caReeR ISSUeS
Because stepping back shouldn’t mean stepping out.

67 career customization. Institutionalize the conversation. Plan to talk with your employees 
semi-annually about work/life needs and their career. Ask questions like: How much do you 
want to be traveling? Are you thinking about a partner track? Encourage employees to have 
an open conversation about whether they want to ramp up or slow down. 

68 career lattice. Traditionally we think of career paths as traveling straight up and down. 
Make it okay to move to the right or left, or down, without it negatively impacting a career 
long term. 

69 Ignore the gap. After any sort of career hiatus, job seekers face distinct challenges when 
attempting to reenter the workforce. Overcome this challenge by training your recruiters to 
rethink screening and hiring criteria. When faced with an employment gap, recruiters should 
be prepared to ask questions about initiative and community engagement. 

70 coach-on-call. Sometimes it’s not leadership that needs convincing. Employees may need 
help thinking differently about how to balance work and life commitments. RSM McGladrey 
provides its employees with free 1:1 access to a professional coach who will help them develop 
an action plan for work or life issues. Their employees report it’s had a lifechanging impact!



anD MoRe
Because we just didn’t have a category for these.

71 go green. Tap into your corporate sustainability initiatives to build support for flex. Think 
fewer commutes, reduced carbon emissions, healthier work environments, and business 
benefits. Flex impacts all elements of sustainability—people, planet and profits. 

72 Reason neutral. Stop asking ‘why’ someone wants to flex. It shouldn’t matter whether the 
person wants to spend time with kids, take care of a sick parent, run a marathon or simply 
sleep in on Fridays. What matters is whether or not the work can get accomplished without a 
negative impact on the business. 

73 Work life advisory Team. Gather a group of committed employees to develop and drive 
your work/life initiatives. Ask your employees what they want/need and then engage them in 
creating the right solutions—some of your best programs will come from employee ideas. 

74 Pilot Program. A pilot program is a low-risk way to ease into a workplace flexibility program 
and figure out which policies and procedures will work in your organization. Start with one 
department and task the group with identifying measurable business goals. If it fails, you still 
look innovative. If it’s successful, expand. 

75 celebrate national Work and Family Month in october. Take advantage of the month 
by launching an informal, employee flex survey to gauge attitudes and gather feedback. 
Encourage your employee newsletter or intranet site to feature a department that’s already 
flexing, and tout the bottom-line results the department has achieved. Remind employees and 
managers alike that flex is supported by your organization because flex has business benefits.
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